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ABSTRACT
Given the current level of concern over anthropogenic climate change and the role of
commercial aviation in this process, the ability to adequately model and quantify fuel burn and
emissions on a system wide scale is of high importance. In particular, the ability to adequately
assess the ability of operational alternatives within the commercial aviation system to improve
system efficiency and reduce environmental impact is essential.
Much work has already been done with this end in mind; however, given the high
degree of complexity associated with a large system such as this, there is opportunity for
improvements in modeling capability. The work presented in this thesis was conducted with
this aim, to build additional functionality and fidelity into an established modeling method.
The FAA System for assessing Aviation's Global Emissions (SAGE) is a well established
model for the creation of global inventories of aviation fuel use and emissions. There are,
however, two aspects of the model which could benefit from improvements in modeling
methodology.
The first is the way in which the specific fuel consumption (SFC) is calculated.
Previous to this study, SFC was calculated through the methods put forward in
EUROCONTROL's Base of Aircraft Data (BADA). These methods are based on aircraft type
specific coefficients and perform well in the context of global inventories; however, they lack
the necessary functional dependence on ambient and operational variables to adequately assess
the effects of the small changes often associated with various operational alternatives. An
effort was made to assess the functional dependence of SFC on these variables through
statistical analysis of a large body of Computerized Flight Recorder Data (CFDR) and to use
this as a basis for improving the modeling of SFC in SAGE. The result of this effort was the
introduction of a statistically-derived SFC model into SAGE which contained the desired
functional dependence on temperature, pressure, Mach number, and thrust, and thereby
improved the fidelity with which fuel burn is modeled. This SFC model, as implemented in
SAGE, reduced the average absolute error by 21% as compared to the original BADA model.
Additional improvement was made with the introduction of weather information into
the SAGE model. Previously, the model assumed standard atmospheric conditions and zero
wind. An algorithm was devised which processed and incorporated global assimilated weather
data from NASA Goddard into the performance calculations within SAGE. It was found that
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the introduction of dynamic weather contributed greatly to the accuracy of SAGE given that
the system wide average true airspeed error is 10% when the assumption of zero winds is used.
Finally this improved model was used to quantify the benefits of implementing
Reduced Vertical Separation Minimums (RVSM) in US airspace in January of 2005. This was
accomplished through a comparison of system wide efficiency during representative time
periods prior to and following RVSM implementation. The results of this analysis provide
insight into not only the benefits of RVSM, but also the effects of these model improvements
and the efficacy of the different efficiency metrics used. It was found that RVSM resulted in an
increase in fuel efficiency (nm/kg) of 1.81% (± 0.55%) and an increase in NOx efficiency
(nm/kg) of 3.14% (± 1.25%). An additional control comparison was made, during these same
time periods, of system efficiency over the North Atlantic and Western Europe where RVSM
had been implemented several years prior. Using an efficiency metric which normalized for the
difference in winds between the two periods it was found that there was indeed no benefit seen
in this control study providing support for the US Domestic RVSM results.
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NOMENCLATURE
Constants
g Acceleration of gravity (9.814)
Variables
ACdC Transonic drag correction
CL Lift coefficient
M Mach number
S Wing surface area
SFC Specific fuel consumption
T Thrust
D Drag
Cdo Parasitic drag coefficient in BADA
Cd2  Induced drag coefficient in BADA
Cfl1  Fuel flow coefficient in BADA #1
Cfl2  Fuel flow coefficient in BADA #2
Cfcr Cruise fuel flow coefficient in BADA
MBC BADA cruise Mach number
V Velocity
AX Distance
m Mass
h Altitude
t Time
p Density
0 Ratio of ambient temperature to sea level standard
8 Ratio of ambient pressure to sea level standard
r Ratio of thrust to sea level maximum
rhf Fuel bum rate
Mf Fuel burn
mP Mass of payload
q Efficiency
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GLOSSARY
BADA - Base of Aircraft Data
BFFM2 - Boeing Fuel Flow Method 2
CFDR - Computer Flight Data Recorder
El - Emissions Indices
ETMS - Enhanced Traffic Management System
FAA - Federal Aviation Administration
GEOS - Goddard Earth Observing System
MIT - Massachusetts Institute of Technology
NAS - National Airspace System
NASA - National Air and Space Administration
PDARS - Performance Data Analysis and Reporting System
SAGE - System for Assessing Global Emissions
SFC - Specific Fuel Consumption
VOLPE - Volpe National Transportation Systems Center, Environmental Measurements and
Modeling Division
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CHAPTER 1: Introduction
Given the negative environmental impacts associated with the use of fossil fuels for
transportation, it is important to seek methods for reducing the use of these fuels and the
emissions they produce. Also, due to the mass and volume constraints associated with aircraft
design, hydrocarbon fuels are likely to remain the primary energy source in this sector for
some time, even as alternative fuels become more prevalent in ground transport applications. It
is estimated that commercial aviation currently accounts for about 3% of global oil
consumption and fuel use is projected to grow at a rate of 3% per year through 2015.1 It is
therefore critical to develop a modeling and analysis capabilities which can be used to estimate
historical fuel usage as well as to assess the utility of various operational alternatives in
reducing future fuel use and emissions.
The purpose of the work described in this thesis is that of model enhancement, followed by the
application of that improved model in the assessment of an operational initiative to improve air
transportation system efficiency. The process of model enhancement builds upon previous
work done in this area and utilizes the FAA's System for assessing Aviations Global Emissions
(SAGE) as the base model. This thesis will first provide a summary of the modeling algorithm
employed by SAGE, followed by a description of two recent enhancements made to that
algorithm. Finally, the results of the application of this model to the assessment of the benefits
of Reduced Vertical Separation Minimums (RVSM) in US airspace are discussed.
The first of the model improvements was the derivation and implementation of a fuel burn
model which provides the functional dependencies necessary to more accurately assess the
benefits of operational alternatives in the aviation system. The previous fuel burn modeling
method in SAGE contained dependencies on only velocity and altitude, whereas theory
predicts a dependence upon additional variables such as Mach number, ambient temperature
and pressure, and engine operating point. A large body of empirical data was analyzed to
determine the appropriate dependencies on these additional variables and a method was
devised for incorporating this additional fuel bum functionality into SAGE.
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Additionally, it was necessary to devise a means of incorporating weather information into
SAGE. Previously, SAGE assumed standard atmospheric conditions and no winds. The
inclusion of weather information was particularly important in light of the newly incorporated
dependence of fuel burn on ambient conditions. The ability to include winds is also of great
importance to model fidelity, as was evidenced by the RVSM analysis. Using global
assimilated weather data from NASA Goddard, an algorithm for preprocessing and
incorporating weather information into the SAGE model was developed.
This enhanced version of SAGE was then used to investigate the benefits of the
implementation of RVSM in US domestic airspace. The results of this investigation indicate
that the system wide benefits of RVSM are substantial in terms of fuel burn and emissions
reduction as will be described further in Chapter 3.
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CHAPTER 2: Model Development
2.1. SAGE Overview
SAGE was originally developed for the FAA by a collaboration of the Volpe National
Transportation Systems Center (Volpe), the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), and
the Logistics Management Institute (LMI). Much of the research presented in this thesis
involves either the introduction of enhancements into SAGE or the assessment of operational
alternatives using SAGE. Thus a brief description of the fundamental algorithms used in SAGE
is presented here, with particular emphasis on those aspects that are directly related to the
present research. A more thorough explanation can be found in the SAGE Technical Manual2.
2.1.1. Purpose
The fundamental purpose of SAGE is to serve as a modeling tool which is capable of taking as
input flight trajectory information and producing as output an inventory of the fuel burn and
emissions produced by those flights. The tool is currently used for the production of annual
global fuel burn inventories for the FAA and for the assessment of various policy scenarios.
Figure 2.1 depicts an example global fuel burn inventory for 2000 as produced by SAGE.
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Figure 2.1 - SAGE Global Fuel Burn Inventories for 2000
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2.1.2. Model Structure
The structure of SAGE is modular, which allows changes to be implemented with relative ease.
Figure 2.2 depicts the general structure of SAGE; however, it should be noted that the
forecasting capabilities of SAGE were not utilized at any time in this particular study.
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Figure 2.2 - Schematic of SAGE Model Structure2
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2.1.3. Basic Algorithm Description
The basic flow of information within SAGE begins with the input of flight trajectory
information. SAGE is capable of accepting as input both detailed radar-based trajectory
information and listings of origin destination pairs when radar data is unavailable. In the later
case the trajectories are generated within SAGE based on a stochastic dispersion about a great
circle flight path. The radar-based trajectories are filtered to remove any anomalous points
resulting from radar station overlap. For this particular study, the inputs were only radar based
trajectories as archived within the FAA's Enhanced Traffic Management System' (ETMS).
The next step is to model the thrust necessary to realize the flight paths depicted in the ETMS
trajectories. This is accomplished through the enforcement of energy conservation as the
aircraft moves between consecutive data points. Consecutive points along the trajectory are
connected by straight line chords for which the following performance data are available.
1) V Average velocity
2) AV Change in velocity along chord
3) m Gross mass of aircraft
4) h Average altitude
5) Ah Change in altitude along chord
6) At Elapsed time
Using this information, the coefficient of lift, CL , is calculated for a chord.
C =2mg
L pV2
The drag coefficient, CD, is then determined using aircraft type specific coefficients contained
in EUROCONTROL's Base of Aircraft Data (BADA) along with a correction for transonic
drag rise, ACdC. The transonic drag correction is modeled as a piecewise defined third order
polynomial, the definition of which is given in appendix A. 1.
CD=Cdo + d2 (CL )ACdC
The drag along a chord, D, is then calculated.
D= PV 2CDS
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By enforcing the conservation of energy the net thrust, T, necessary to achieve the trajectory
of a chord is then calculated.
mg Ah AVT =D+ + -
V At At
The SFC is then attained through the following algorithm as defined in BADA.
If h 7620m
SFC = CfI 1+.9438V
6000 C )
If h >- 7620m
SFC= 1.9438V>.
6000 Cf 2  fc
Where Cfll and Cfl2 are aircraft type specific coefficients contained in BADA and Cfcr is an
aircraft type specific altitude correction factor. It should be noted that this method of
computing SFC reflects only a linear dependence on velocity and a discontinuous step
dependence on altitude.
The fuel bum rate, rhf, is then calculated from the thrust and SFC.
rhf = (TXSFC)
The total fuel burn for the chord is then calculated.
Mf = rhf At
The fuel bum along the chord is then debited from the aircraft mass and the process is repeated
for the following chord. Additionally, the emissions along each chord are calculated using the
fuel burn information, Boeing Fuel Flow Method 25 (BFFM2), and engine type specific ICAO
Emissions Indices6 (EI). The algorithm for the calculation of emissions is laid out in detail in
the SAGE technical manual.
Thus the fuel burn and emissions are calculated for each chord of the flight and these results
are aggregated for all flights being considered in a particular study.
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2.2. Fuel Burn Model Development
The development of high fidelity fuel bum models for use within SAGE was accomplished
through the analysis of empirical data within the context of theoretically predicted functional
dependencies.
2.2.1. Purpose
Prior to the development of these improved fuel burn models, the fuel burn modeling method
employed in SAGE was based on BADA coefficients as described in section 2.1.3. This
method lacks the functional dependencies on ambient and operating conditions that are
necessary to evaluate the benefits of various operational alternatives. Often the benefits
resulting from the implementation of operational alternatives are relatively small and it is
therefore necessary to make use of the highest fidelity models possible in evaluating any
potential benefits.
2.2.2. Approach
The approach taken toward model development was to make use of empirical data on engine
performance during flight to create a model which best reflects the in situ fuel burn. To this
end a large body of computerized flight data recorder 7 (CFDR) data was obtained for a variety
of commercial aircraft. Table 2.1 provides a breakdown of the aircraft and engine types
represented in this data set, as well as the operating airline and number of representative flights
for each.
Table 2.1- CFDR Data Composition
Aircraft Type Engine Type Airline Number of flights
A319 CFM56-5B5-2 Swiss 191
A320-214 CFM56-5B4-2 Swiss 240
A321 CFM56-5B1-2 Swiss 176
A330-202 PW4168 Etihad 224
A330-243 RR Trent 700 Etihad 238
A330-223 PW4168A Swiss 264
A340-300 CFM56-5C4/P Swiss 188
A340-500 RR Trent 500 Etihad 262
B757-200 RB211-535C Bel Air 178
B767-300 CF6-80C2 Etihad 222
B777-300ER GE90-115B1 Etihad 365
AR85 LF 507-1F Swiss 266
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The CFDR data were quite extensive in the breadth of variables contained, with 103 directly
measured or derived values. Of interest to this study in particular were the following variables.
1) Ambient Temperature
2) Ambient Pressure
3) Mach Number
4) Altitude
5) Fuel flow
6) Gross Mass
The values of these variables were represented at a temporal resolution which varied dependent
upon the mode of flight as defined in table 2.2.
Table 2.2- CFDR Data Temporal Resolution
Mode At (sec)
Take off and Climb (below 5000 ft) 1
Climb (above 5000 ft) 10
Cruise 150
Descent (above 5000 ft) 10
Descent and Landing (below 5000 ft) 1
The desired result of this analysis was a model of specific fuel consumption (SFC) which
accurately reflects the effects of small changes in the following ambient and operating
conditions.
1) Ambient Temperature
2) Ambient Pressure
3) Mach Number
4) Net Thrust
Theory indicates that these four variables are the dominant operational factors influencing SFC
and they are all available as measured values in the CFDR data except the net thrust. It is,
however, possible to derive the value of net thrust from the CFDR data through the use of the
trajectory and mass information it contains. This was accomplished through the same
techniques and assumptions currently used to calculate net thrust in SAGE. As described in
section 2.1.3, this assumes acceptable accuracy of the type specific BADA drag coefficients
used in the calculation of drag, D. This accuracy was previously found to be within ± 14% of
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corresponding NASA data with I confidence8 . It should be noted that these drag coefficients
are supplied by the aircraft manufacturers for incorporation into the BADA database. An
example of the net thrust, as derived for the B757-200 using this method, is depicted in figure
2.3.
Calculated Net Thrust (B757-200 Example)
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Figure 2.3 - Example of Net Thrust Calculation
As a result of the small At 's during certain portions of the flight this algorithm for computing
net thrust often results in rapid thrust variations during these periods. The frequency of these is
considerably greater than would be possible or expected given the inertia of the aircraft and it
was therefore filtered out through the application of a three point moving average algorithm.
An example output of this filtering can be seen in the solid red line in Figure 2.3.
With the relevant variables all available the process of discerning the functional dependence of
SFC on those variables was conducted using statistical regression methods. The first step in
this process was to determine the theoretically predicted form of the equation describing SFC.
Dimensional analysis indicates that the relevant relation can be written in non-dimensional
form as,
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- Calculated Value
After Filtering
- - -
~ .
SFC (N
=f M, NgRe
Results presented in Mechanics and Thermodynamics of Propulsion9 suggest that Reynolds
number effects are not significant when compared to the effects of Mach number and shaft
speed. Additionally, there is a non-dimensional relationship between shaft speed, temperature,
pressure, and net thrust according to the relation,
Ng
This allows for a substitution resulting in the following relationship:
SFC f
=- f M,-r
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Figure 2.4 -Non-Dimensional Analysis of RB21 I Turbofan9
According to an analysis presented in this same text and reproduced here in Figure 2.4, the
SFC Ng N
general form of the dependence of on N is exponential decay, and Ng varies
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approximately as ( . These theoretically predicted relationships were considered in the
construction of the form for SFC used as a prior for the statistical data fitting process. A large
number of variations of the form of the equation for SFC were tested before arriving at a form
which provided the best performance. This best form was determined to be the following.
SFClM3( J )SC= a+AM +pf2e g.
The values of the a and 6 coefficients in this equation were then determined through the
iterative application of a least squared error algorithm. This was necessary given the fact that
the equation contains both a linear and exponential functionality on the unknown coefficients.
The approach was to iterate on 83 , and with each iteration solve for the least squared error
estimates of the remaining unknowns. This process eventually converged to a solution for all
the coefficients which minimized the difference between the predicted SFC and that contained
in the CFDR data.
2.2.3. Results
This analysis was carried out for each of the aircraft types in Table 2.1
values of the coefficients are given here in Table 2.3.
and the resultant best fit
Table 2.3- Results of CFDR Statistical Analysis
Type a A 2  3
A319 1.25E-05 5.03E-06 1.64E-04 6.40E+00
A320-214 1.13E-05 7.84E-06 1.46E-04 5.70E+00
A321 1.26E-05 5.47E-06 1.63E-04 6.50E+00
A330-202 1.11E-05 7.46E-06 6.79E-05 5.OOE+00
A330-243 1.05E-05 8.61E-06 2.18E-04 8.OOE+00
A330-223 1.05E-05 8.38E-06 1.47E-04 7.50E+00
A340-300 1.26E-05 4.69E-06 3.19E-05 3.30E+00
A340-500 9.52E-06 8.38E-06 1.95E-04 6.60E+00
B757-200 1.04E-05 9.51E-06 8.84E-05 4.60E+00
B767-300 1.45E-05 2.87E-06 1.38E-04 8.90E+00
B777-300ER 1.24E-05 5.99E-06 3.10E-04 1.OOE+01
ARJ85 6.84E-06 2.16E-05 3.64E-04 5.80E+00
These fitted coefficients provide for a noticeable improvement in fuel burn modeling capability
when compared with BADA methods. This can be seen in the example flights depicted in
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Figures 2.6 through 2.9, as well as the SFC comparisons for all 12 aircraft types depicted in
Figures 2.11 through 2.22. These Figures provide a comparison of the type specific SFC
models derived here, the generalized SFC model discussed later, and the original BADA SFC
model. This comparison was accomplished through the application of each model to the CFDR
data inputs and plotting the model output against the actual SFC value in the CFDR data. Thus,
a perfect correspondence would lie along the red diagonal depicted in each graph.
Figure 2.5 depicts the mean absolute error in the estimates produced by the derived model and
the BADA model. The derived SFC model led to a 41% average reduction in mean absolute
error across all 12 aircraft types.
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Figure 2.5 - SFC Model Error Comparison
While the fuel burn functionality is dominated by the amount of thrust required, the ability to
capture the effects of ambient and operational factors is of significant value in improving the
fidelity of SFC and the resultant fuel burn. In particular, it is important to accurately capture
the sensitivity of SFC to these factors in order to assess the effects of small operational
changes.
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Fuel Bum Rate Comparison (B757-200 Example)
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Figure 2.6 - Example Comparison of Fuel Burn Rate (B757-200)
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Figure 2.7 - Example Comparison of SFC Models (B757-200)
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Fuel Bum Rate Comparison (RJ85 Example)
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Figure 2.8 - Example Comparison of Fuel Bum Rate (RJ85)
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2.2.4. Implementation
In order to make use of these results within the context of SAGE, where a broad spectrum of
aircraft types needs to be modeled, it was necessary to devise a means of generalizing the
results for these aircraft to the fleet as a whole. The approach taken was to incorporate the
common trends in SFC functionality into a correction to be applied to the BADA SFC model,
as this model is available for all the necessary aircraft types. By forcing the values of
the fcoefficients to their common mean and solving for a it was found that there was a high
degree of correlation between the CFDR derived a 's and the value of their respective BADA
SFC coefficients. Figure 2.10 depicts a comparison of the values of a derived in this manner
and a surrogate a derived entirely from BADA SFC coefficients based upon this correlation.
Comparison of CFDR and BADA Derived a Values
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Figure 2.10 - Comparison of CFDR and BADA Derived a Values
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This surrogate a is derived from the associated BADA coefficients through the following
relation,
C + 1.9438(240)Cfcr - 5.3(O6
60000( Cfl2,
Making use of this type specific surrogate a along with the mean value of the/p coefficients, it
was possible to create a new universally applicable SFC model based entirely upon BADA
SFC coefficients and incorporating the functionality derived from the CFDR data. This model
is defined as,
SFC -A3
-= a+A p + pi2e 0.
With the mean # coefficients defined as,
A= =7.70(10)-6
,82 =1.86(10)
/3 = 6.75
This generally applicable model was then incorporated into SAGE with little difficulty since it
requires only the BADA coefficients for input. The result is an ability to model all the required
aircraft types in the commercial fleet with an improved fidelity for the effects of ambient and
operating conditions. Figures 2.11 through 2.22 also depict SFC as estimated using this
generalized derived method (central graphic) versus the SFC in the CFDR data. As can be seen
in these figures the process of generalization diminishes the accuracy somewhat as compared
with the type specific model, however, the mean absolute error is still reduced by an average of
21% compared to the original BADA method. Of particular importance, the general
dependencies on those variables other than velocity are largely preserved; retaining the
model's enhanced utility in evaluating operational alternatives.
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Figure 2.20 - Comparisons of Corrected and Original BADA SFC to CFDR Data (B767-300)
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2.3. Inclusion of Meteorological Information
2.3.1. Purpose
The ETMS radar-based trajectories used in SAGE are the result of aircraft flying through the
weather that was estimated to exist at that point in space and time. To then model these flights
assuming a standard atmosphere and no winds, as was the previous practice in SAGE,
introduces error into the performance calculations. In an effort to ameliorate this error, an
algorithm was developed to introduce the relevant meteorological information into the
calculations.
2.3.2. Approach
The approach taken was to obtain assimilated weather data and then introduce these data into
the trajectory and fuel burn calculations. The source of weather data chosen for this purpose
was the Goddard Earth Observing System (GEOS)' 0 data set available through NASA Goddard
Earth Sciences Data and Information Services Center". This data set is global in coverage and
is available from 2000 to present. The spatial resolution of these data is 1" in latitude by 1.250
in longitude and is available at a temporal resolution of 6 hours. The data set, as it was received
from NASA, was demarcated at 26 constant pressure levels of 0.01, 0.2, 0.4, 0.5, 0.7, 1, 2, 3, 5,
7, 10, 20, 30, 50, 70, 100, 150, 200, 250, 300, 400, 500, 700, 850, 925, and 1000 hPa, and
contained the following variables.
1) Ambient Temperature
2) U(East) Wind Velocity Component
3) V(North) Wind Velocity Component
4) Geometric Height (Based on mean sea level datum)
The ETMS trajectories are based upon geometric altitude and it was therefore necessary to
preprocess this data set to convert the grid points from constant pressure levels to constant
geometric altitude levels. This was a relatively straightforward interpolation process owing to
the fact that both the pressure and geometric height were known at each point. The result was a
data set with an altitude resolution of 500 m with the additional variable of ambient pressure
now given at each altitude. An additional conversion of the U and V wind components into the
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wind magnitude and direction was performed to allow for easier assimilation into SAGE. The
processed data set then contained the following variables represented at unchanged geographic
and temporal resolution and at 500 m demarcations up to an altitude of 20,000 m.
1) Ambient Temperature
2) Ambient pressure
3) Wind Magnitude
4) Wind Direction
2.3.3. Implementation
Once the weather data were processed they were stored in a database for use within the
trajectory calculations in SAGE. This process is relatively straightforward. At each point along
the ETMS trajectories the weather database is interpolated both in space and time. First two
sets of three dimensional linear interpolations are carried out in the spatial domain to determine
the values of the variables at the two nearest time demarcations available in the database.
These values are then interpolated linearly in time to determine the values at the time of the
ETMS radar return.
The values of temperature and pressure attained in this manner simply replace the standard
atmosphere values that were previously used in SAGE. The incorporation of wind information,
however, required the introduction of an additional algorithm. The ETMS data contain
groundspeed and heading at each point along the trajectory allowing for the calculation of the
true airspeed through an application of the law of cosines as defined below.
VAirspeed = -- $;roundspeed Y + (VWind )2 -2(V(roundspeed Wcnd oSHeading ~ Wind
The true airspeed was then used in place of groundspeed for all the subsequent performance
calculations in SAGE. These include the calculation of drag, thrust, and fuel burn as described
in the section 2.1.3.
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2.3.4. Results
In an effort to assess the accuracy of the GEOS data set, a comparison was conducted between
the values contained in this set and those contained in the CFDR data. The values contained in
the CFDR data are in situ measurements as recorded by the aircraft instrumentation and are
therefore considered to be a more accurate reflection of reality.
The comparison was accomplished through the same interpolation algorithm utilized in the
incorporation of the weather data into SAGE so as to provide an accurate assessment of the
fidelity of these data at there end usage. As can be seen in Figures 2.23 through 2.26 the results
do indicate a high degree of accuracy in the GEOS data set. These results also provide a
validation of the preprocessing and implementation methods as the comparisons were
essentially a simulation of these processes.
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CHAPTER 3: Model Application
3.1. RVSM Benefit Assessment
3.1.1. Purpose
On January 20, 2005 Reduced Vertical Separation Minimums1 2 (RVSM) were introduced in
airspace over the continental US and southern Canada. Prior to this aircraft operating at
altitudes above 29,000 ft were required to maintain a vertical separation of 2000 ft. Following
implementation of RVSM this minimum was reduced to 1000 ft which should allow more
aircraft to operate closer to optimal cruise altitude as well as decrease the time spent awaiting
clearance to cruise altitude. The anticipated results are an increase in capacity as well as an
increase in system wide fuel efficiency owing to the increased availability of more optimal
cruise altitudes.
Europe LC a
CAea
Implemented FI Planned
Figure 3.1 - RVSM Implementation Schedule 7
This study is an attempt to quantify the increase in fuel efficiency and the consequent reduction
in emissions resulting from the introduction of RVSM in US airspace.
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3.1.2. Previous Studies of R VSM
There have been two previous studies investigating the benefits of RVSM.
The first was conducted by EUROCONTROL1 3 and analyzed the impact of RVSM
implementation in European airspace which took place on January 24, 2002. This study found
a reduction in fuel burn of 1.6% to 2.3% and a reduction in NOx of 0.7% to 1.0% six months
after RVSM was implemented. This study made use of radar-based trajectories from 3 days
prior to, and 6 days following RVSM. These radar trajectories were analyzed using the
Advanced Emission Model1 4 (AEM3) developed by EUROCONTROL, a modeling
methodology similar to that employed in SAGE. This analysis was conducted under the
assumption of standard atmospheric conditions and no winds.
The second was published by the FAA'5 in September 2005 and analyzed the impact of RVSM
implementation in the US. This study was constrained to the traffic between the following
twelve city pairs.
LAX-JFK ATL-DEN ORD-MIA IAH-EWR DTW-DFW MIA-EWR
MSP-DTW ORD-LGA IAD-MCO PHX-IAH DFW-IAD DFW-LGA
The dates covered by this study are given in Table 3.1 on the following page. These dates and
city pairs were cited as being representative of the normal traffic load and geographic
distribution of flights within the National Airspace System (NAS) and the data used in the
comparison were obtained from the Performance Data Analysis and Reporting System
(PDARS) 16. This report concluded that, based upon BADA tables, the fleet averaged fuel burn
was reduced by approximately 3 lbs per minute while en-route at the more optimal cruise
altitudes available under RSVM. The average increase in cruise altitude was found to be 380 ft.
Additionally, the added routing flexibility under RSVM allowed aircraft to remain at cruise
altitude an average of 2.5 minutes longer, resulting in an average fuel savings of 20-25 lbs per
flight.
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3.1.3. Approach
The general approach taken was to make use of SAGE processed ETMS trajectories from
representative periods prior to and following the implementation of RVSM to assess the
system wide change in efficiency. The same representative periods used in the previous FAA
study were used in this analysis given that they are considered to be periods of normal traffic
load in the NAS. These dates are given in Table 3.1, below.
Table 3.1- Dates Examined in RVSM Study 5
Dates Days
11/14/2004 - 11/20/2004 7
Pre-DRVSM 12/05/2004 - 12/18-2004 141/9/2005 - 1/15/2005 7
Pre-DRVSM Total 28
Post-DRVSM 2/13/2005 - 3/12/2005 28Post-DRVSM Total 28
Grand Total 56
In order to ensure comparability between the pre- and post-RVSM results, the ETMS flights
were filtered by flight ID, origin-destination pair, and aircraft type. All flights during one
period which could not be matched according to these criteria to an analogous flight in the
other period were dropped from the study. Additionally, the remaining flights were separated
into two subsets, namely, those originating or terminating internationally and those which were
entirely US domestic flights.
These filtered flights were then modeled in SAGE and the fuel burn and emissions results were
analyzed to determine any changes in efficiency. This analysis was conducted under four
combinations of modeling assumptions and efficiency metrics.
1) Original BADA fuel burn model. Standard Atmosphere. Ground distance efficiency.
2) Original BADA fuel burn model. GEOS weather data. Ground distance efficiency.
3) CFDR derived fuel burn model. GEOS weather data. Ground distance efficiency.
4) CFDR derived fuel burn model. GEOS weather data. Air distance efficiency.
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Methods one, two, and three make use of a ground distance efficiency metric which is
indicative of the fuel burn and emissions per ground distance traveled. Analysis under this
metric was relatively straightforward as SAGE outputs include fuel burn, emissions, and
ground distance for each flight segment that is modeled. These quantities were summed over
all the chords modeled for the period in question and divided to arrive at the global efficiency
for that period. The definition of ground distance efficiency for a given study period was
defined as the sum of the ground distances over the sum of the fuel burn.
17 Z AXGround
Method four makes use of an air distance efficiency metric. Since the variation in wind
patterns between the pre and post RVSM study periods is significant, it was determined that a
more accurate indication of efficiency would be provided by this metric. (Figures 3.2 and 3.3
depict the substantial shift in location and intensity of cruise altitude winds between the two
study periods as indicated by the GEOS data set.) The idea here was to use the air distance, or
the distance the aircraft actually traveled through the air, instead of the ground distance in
order to normalize out the effects of wind variations. Analysis under this metric required post
processing of the segment level outputs to convert the ground distances to air distances through
the following relation,
AXAir =AX Ground VAirspeed
Groundspeed
Under the air distance efficiency metric the efficiency for a given period is defined as,
Z7= AXAir
The change in efficiency, Aq, resulting from the implementation of RVSM was calculated as
a fractional change for each of the study methods according to the relation,
-q 17 post -
77pre
77pre
Thus a positive A q is indicative of an increase in efficiency.
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Figure 3.2 - Cruise Altitude Winds during Pre-RVSM Study Period
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In an effort to substantiate the accuracy of the US domestic comparison, an additional
comparison was conducted using ETMS data from the international subset within North
Atlantic and E.U. airspace. This comparison was limited to fuel bum and was conducted under
analysis methods 3 and 4. In theory this control comparison should not indicate any change in
efficiency between the study periods as RVSM was implemented over the North Atlantic in
March 1997 and over Europe in January 200217. Figures 3.4 and 3.5 depict the ETMS data
points used in the US domestic analysis and Figures 3.6 and 3.7 depict the ETMS data points
used in the control analysis.
There was also a desire to estimate the variability of the results associated with the choice of
time periods under study. To this end, both of the original 28 day study periods were divided
into two 14 day periods. The first two week period of the Pre-RVSM scenario (11/14/2004-
11/20/2004 and 12/05/2004-12/11/2004) was compared against the first two week period of the
Post-RVSM scenario (12/13/2005-2/26/2005); and the second two week period of the Pre-
RVSM scenario (12/12/2004-12/18/2004 and 1/9/2005-1/15/2005) was compared against the
second two week period of the Post-RVSM scenario (2/27/2005-13/12/2005). The results of
these two sub-analysis differed somewhat from the aggregate results and were taken as an
estimate of the potential variability and are included as error bars on the aggregate results in
the following section.
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3.1.4. Results
The results of the US domestic analysis are presented numerically in Table 3.2 and graphically
in Figure 3.8 for each of the four previously mentioned analysis methods.
1) Original BADA fuel burn model. Standard Atmosphere. Ground distance efficiency.
2) Original BADA fuel burn model. GEOS weather data. Ground distance efficiency.
3) CFDR derived fuel burn model. GEOS weather data. Ground distance efficiency.
4) CFDR derived fuel burn model. GEOS weather data. Air distance efficiency.
Table 3.2- US Domestic RVSM Analysis Results
Analysis Method 1 2 3 4
Period Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post
Number of Flights 218335 218335 218335 218335 218335 218335 218335 218335
Total Distance (nm) 1.237E+08 1.238E+08 1.235E+08 1.236E+08 1.235E+08 1.236E+08 1.240E+08 1.243E+08
Total Fuel Bum (kg) 8.737E+08 8.733E+08 8.785E+08 8.672E+08 8.430E+08 8.298E+08 8.430E+08 8.298E+08
Total NOx (kg) 1.143E+07 1.137E+07 1.161E+07 1.134E+07 1.082E+07 1.051E+07 1.082E+07 1.051E+07
An Fuel Bum (%) 0.14 1.31 1.61 1.81
An NOx (%) 0.59 2.35 2.94 3.14
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Figure 3.8 - US Domestic RVSM Analysis Results
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As can be seen in the large difference between methods one and two, the introduction of
weather data had the greatest impact on the results. The introduction of weather into the
analysis accounted for 65% of the reported RVSM fuel burn benefit. The inclusion of the
additional functionality derived from the CFDR data in the SFC model also had a significant
impact as evidenced by the difference between methods two and three. This use of the
generalized derived SFC model accounted for 17% of the reported benefit in fuel burn. The
use of the air distance efficiency metric in method four also had some impact on the results,
accounting for 11% of the reported fuel burn benefit. The fact that the use of the air distance
efficiency metric did not have a larger impact is likely attributable to the fact that the flights in
the US domestic comparison vary widely in heading. Thus, in aggregate the effects of wind are
largely negated.
North Atlantic and E.U. (control) RVSM Analysis Results
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Figure 3.9 - North Atlantic and E.U. (control) RVSM Analysis Results
The control comparison of the North Atlantic and E.U. region resulted in a nearly zero
efficiency change under method four as indicated in Figure 3.9. In this case, the large
difference in the results of methods three and four is due to the fact that the flights examined
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are nearly all heading East (inbound to the E.U.). Thus the difference in wind velocity between
the two study periods appears as a substantial loss of efficiency under method three which is
based on the ground distance efficiency metric. Using the air distance efficiency metric of
method four resulted in a Ar7 of only .012%, lending credence to this metric being the more
appropriate of the two and providing support for the results of the US domestic analysis under
method four .
An additional factor to consider regarding this analysis is the possible effect of aircraft load
factor. A rational metric to use in evaluating efficiency is the fuel required to transport a given
mass over a given distance. In the context of this study, such an efficiency metric would be
defined,
77-Z(MP AX)
q mf
Unfortunately, system wide information on payload is not available at the level of resolution
necessary to evaluate this metric. There is aircraft load factor information available in monthly
aggregate as reported by air carriers to the FAA through Form 4118 reporting requirements.
The Form 41 reported load factors, which are defined as ton-km used per ton-km available, are
presented in table 3.3.
Table 3.3- US Domestic Monthly Load Factors
Nov-04 Dec-04 Jan-05 Feb-05 Mar-05
ton-km avail 30818932929 32881939723 30639840565 28993559607 33189372214
ton-km Used 16578983854 18475980217 16639218070 16126964011 20068370309
load factor 0.538 0.562 0.543 0.556 0.605
These monthly aggregate load factors could not be accurately applied in this analysis since the
periods being considered are only portions of each month and purposefully exclude periods of
increased holiday travel. It does appear that the average load factor during post-RVSM months
is slightly greater than those during pre-RVSM months, and thus, if this efficiency metric were
used to evaluate RVSM an increase in the benefit would likely be realized.
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3.1.5. Conclusions
The results of this study indicate that the implementation of RVSM in US Domestic airspace
did result in a quantifiable increase in system wide efficiency. The reported value of this
increase varied amongst the four different analysis methods, though all methods indicate a
positive shift in efficiency.
The inclusion of weather information had a significant impact on the results. It was found that
neglecting winds leads to an average absolute error in true airspeed of around 10%, and thus
inclusion of this information provides a more accurate assessment.
The inclusion of a SFC model which contains the relevant functional dependence on ambient
and operational variables was also found to contribute positively to the results of this study.
The results presented in section 2.1 indicate that there is a significant improvement in model
fidelity obtained through the use of this model.
The results of the control comparison indicate that the air distance metric is an adequate means
of accounting for variations in prevailing winds, and thus method four, an air distance metric
using meteorological information and the revised SFC model, is believed to provide the highest
degree of accuracy in assessing RVSM benefits.
Therefore, the conclusion of this study is that the implementation of RVSM in US Domestic
airspace resulted in an increase in fuel efficiency of 1.81% (± 0.55%) and an increase in NOx
efficiency of 3.14% (± 1.25%).
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APPENDIX A: Example
A.1. Transonic Drag Correction
The algorithm used to determine the transonic drag rise is based upon the method developed by
Ilan Kroo (Stanford) and adapted for use in AEDT/SAGE by Kelly Klima. A more in depth
description of the adaptation process can be found in Kelly's thesis' 9 . A description of the final
algorithm is given here.
X = M
MBC
Y=X-1
if X 1
ACd =.001+.02727Y -. 1952Y2 +19.09Y 3
if I > X .95
ACd =.001+.02727Y +.4920Y 2 + 3.573Y 3
if .95 > X .8
ACd =.0007093 +.006733Y +.01956Y 2 +.01 185Y 3
if .8 > X .5
ACd = .00013889 +.00055556Y +.00055556Y 2
if .5 > X
ACd =0
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